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Yahiro never thought she would end up in prison. Let alone on a prison ship where escape was impossible. But none of that mattered anymore because while she was curled up in the corner
of her cell, the lights went out.And when they turned back on it was worse.Ending up on a planet--one so different than Earth--greeted by the screams of those who were injured in the crash
and the corpses of those who didn't make it, she sets off with the survivors in hopes of finding a way home.What she finds instead are three golden aliens that won't let her out of their sight, a
city on the back of a giant beast, and a ghost world that will never let her leave.---Book five in the Valos of Sonhadra series.Warning: this is a reverse harem and intended for mature readers
only, expect explicit scenes, and violence
Wife Wanted: Aristocrat Needs an Heir. Fertile Females Only. A clerical error matched Georgia to the wrong alien. It’ll take months to get their marriage annulled, so she’s stuck in a grand
house that’s falling down on a backwater planet with a massive brute of an alien who likes books more than people. But the more time she spends with Talen, the more she questions if their
marriage was a mistake after all. All Talen has in the universe is his family. When his brother’s latest scheme delivers a human female to his door, technically his wife, he refuses to turn her
away. She’s part of his pride now and he knows that her luscious form and biting wit is vital to his future. He’ll win her heart and convince her that nothing about the heat between them is a
mistake. Pulled by the Tail has a HEA, no cheating, babies, a flock of cat-peacocks, and plenty of steam. It follows events in Have Tail, Will Travel (with some familiar faces making an
appearance) but is a stand alone book.
Garrett Wilder is rich, famous, and totally bad for me. After one night that ended with me wanting to punch him in his face, the self-absorbed rockstar has become a permanent fixture in my
life... Whether I like it or not. Now I'm forced to see him every day, and that shield I put up to protect my heart is quickly crumbling to the ground. I've gone from hating him to craving him. And
the scariest part is that he feels the same. He wants to know me. He wants to own me. He wants to corrupt me. And if I'm not careful... I just might let him.
How do you mend a broken heartstone? Amber crashed onto an alien planet and survived the dangers of an unknown world. Three literally hot aliens with lava coursing through their veins
decide she’s their mate. She’s endured everything Sonhadra has thrown at her but she might not survive their fiery embrace. Pel and Mishal know that the commanding human female is their
mate. They vow to claim her once they repair Flin’s fractured heartstone, the material from which can only be found in the frozen north. Barely able to keep their hands off each other, how can
Amber and her Fire Valos resist temptationuntil they can find a way to safely be together? Inferno is a return to the multi-author, multi-book Valos of Sonhadra series and full of steamy
Reverse Harem action.
She'll do anything for her son. Even marry an alien. Rosemary left Earth to make a better life for her seven-year-old son. She’s got a good job, a nice house, and one minor problem: she
needs to marry a Mahdfel warrior if she wants to stay. Better the devil you know... She can take her chances and marry a stranger or she can accept an offer from an unlikely candidate: Mene.
She doesn't like him and she thought he didn't like her. He can barely look at her without snarling. But then again, none of the other warriors are any better. He might not be handsome... No
female can look Mene in the eye and not flinch. But beneath his scarred face and gruff demeanoris a good man. A man who wants a mate and family. His warrior’s heart burns for the
curvaceous and vibrant human female, but she's very clear she's not interested in love. He’ll show her that his passion is anything but fake. Stand alone, guaranteed HEA, no cheating and no
cliffhangers. (I hate those things.)
When an orbital prison is torn through a wormhole and crashes on an unknown planet, it's every woman for herself to escape the wreckage.As though savage beasts and harsh, alien climates
aren't enough, the survivors discover the world isn't uninhabited and must face new challenges--risking not only their lives but their hearts.DEJA thought she could fear nothing more than the
daily treatments she received during her imprisonment on the Concord. The horrible experiments which rack her body with unimaginable, searing pain. But she discovers the true meaning of
terror as she clings to life pod's harness while plummeting toward the surface of an unknown planet.Struggling to outrun the beasts hunting her, fighting to outrun the light, Deja hastens for the
only cover she can find -- between the feet of a giant stone statue. Only statues aren't supposed to move, or wrap you in their arms and carry you off INTO SHADOW...Welcome to
Sonhadra.The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in
any order. For total satisfaction, it is BEST read as part of the SERIES.
Mads + Odessa = 4EVA Except forever ended when Mads kissed Odessa, bit her and then ghosted her. Twelve years later, he’s back and looking to pick up where they left off. Um, no thank
you. Odessa has more to think about than her own heart. She’s now a single mom and can’t afford to get involved with a man with a track record of vanishing. It doesn’t matter that he’s
haunted her dreams for years. Or that when they’re together, she feels like she can finally breathe. And it certainly doesn’t matter that her traitorous body craves his touch. Besides, Mads
hoards secrets like they’re made of chocolate. One, he’s an alien shifter. Like he turns into a reindeer with antlers and everything. Two, that bite made them bonded mates. And the third
secret is the most dangerous of all. How can they have a second-chance at love when the sins of the past threaten to tear them apart? The authors of Starr Huntress were given a challenge:
give readers a reindeer shifter in your holiday story. We all agreed to call our shifters “reilendeer” and decided they bring good cheer to the world around them… and then we went crazy! You
might notice differences about the world and abilities of the reilendeer from story to story, and that’s because each author has put her own spin on the challenge. Now it’s time to grab your
eggnog, cuddle up by the fire, and enjoy these steamy alien shifters.
She is ice and fire: the bringer of life When the penitentiary ship she's incarcerated in gets sucked into an anomaly, Lydia barely survives the crash onto an alien planet. Only the sadistic
experiments performed on her by the prison's scientist allow her to survive this harsh and dangerous world. The future looks grim until she stumbles upon a magnificent city of ice and its most
unusual inhabitant. Kai is fascinated by the delicate stranger fallen from the stars with the power to bring his hibernating city back to life. She stirs emotions long forgotten by his frozen
heartstone. Can she be the salvation of his people or will the trap set by the Creator bring about their collective doom?
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The fate of his people rests in her hands. When the penitentiary ship she's incarcerated in gets sucked into an anomaly, Kira barely survives the crash onto an alien planet. Along
with a handful of survivors, she finds refuge in The City in the Caldera alongside its Fire Valos inhabitants. But the sadistic experiments performed on her by the prison's scientist
make the heat intolerable for her. When the opportunity to go to the frozen city of E’Lek presents itself, Kira believes she’ll finally be at peace. Duke is confused by the strange
human female. Like him, she’s cold, made for the icy lands of the Northern Valos. Her resemblance with the Creators and questionable friendship with a human hated by his
people raises their collective suspicions. Yet, only she could save their lost tribes condemned to an eternal slumber. As his heartstone warms for her, Duke is determined to
prove to the rest of the tribe that beneath her frozen exterior hides a compassionate female. His female.
Blocked This is her shot. Brit has the chance to make history by being the first female goalie to play for an NHL team, the San Francisco Gold. So, when she is introduced to
Stefan, the Gold's captain, she is determinedly not interested. Stefan is sexy, charming, and has a publicly documented list of conquests a mile long. Brit is unwilling to risk mixing
business with pleasure, even when that business is wrapped up in a six-foot-plus, gorgeously muscled package. When management pushes Brit and Stefan together in an effort
to gain good press for the beleaguered team, Brit finds that her carefully calculated disinterest doesn’t mask her body's desires. The more she falls for Stefan, the more she risks
her career. Will she be able to have it all—a starting position and the heart of the captain? Or will she lose everything? Backhand Mike Stewart is a bad boy. Sleeping around.
Boozing. Fighting with teammates. Name a bad behavior and he’s done it—done it so well, in fact, that he almost tanked his career as a starting defensemen for the NHL’s San
Francisco Gold. But Mike is done with all that. He’s starting with a fresh foot forward and putting his past behind him. That is, until his past quite literally reappears before his
eyes. Sara Jetty is just as beautiful as she was a decade before, but Mike hasn’t seen her since she scored a gold medal in women’s figure skating. Now something has put
shadows in her eyes, a familiar type of hurt he is all too well-versed in. This Sara wants nothing to do with him. Their easy friendship is gone and in its place is a hardened
woman who’s nothing like the girl from his past. Still, Mike hasn’t become a top defensemen in the NHL by being afraid of hard work, and he isn’t about to let Sara push him
away. Come hell or high water, he’s going to crack her tough outer shell and find the sweet, innocent woman he’s lusted after and loved, in equal measure, for more than ten
years. Boarding Muscles. Mandy’s work was supposed to be regulated to muscles. Well, muscles and ligaments and tendons . . . and general body health and— Blane was her
fantasy—literally her nightly fantasy. He was sexy, strong, talented, and normally she would have thrown herself at his feet and begged for a night—or, cough, more—showing him
exactly what that fantasy was. But that would mean she would get fired . . . and worse, so would he. She couldn’t have that on her conscience, not when Blane was a gifted
player for the San Francisco Gold. Plus, he was a professional athlete and their relationships were doomed to fail. Mandy knew that firsthand and she also knew she couldn’t live
that life. Always being the one left behind, always way down on the priority list. Hockey was his job and it was all consuming. That was reality and everything was fine— Until
Blane got hurt. Until she was spending more time with him. Much more time. Until Blane told her she was his fantasy too. Empty Net: Never Before Released Novella Empty.
That was her life— What? No. Shannon had been referring to the other half of the duplex she lived in, the half that her best friend and fabulous baker of a business partner, Molly,
had moved out of when she’d reunited with the love of her life. But, if she was being truthful, Shannon’s life was a little empty. She had a steady and growing business, even
helping Molly expand their joint venture into the Gold Mine, arena for the San Francisco Gold, but she was bored and well . . . a little empty. Until Evan moved into the other half
of the duplex and tall, dark, and brooding took over her life with the ease of a fire alarm blaring through the quiet, night air.
This is a special edition of the best-selling Summer Unplugged novella! Unplugged Summer is a retelling of Summer Unplugged, but told from Jace’s point of view. The original
novella is also included in this book so that both can be read back to back. Bonus Content included. Jace Adams had a promising career in professional motocross, until he threw
it all away thanks to a girl who treated him like crap. After getting in trouble with the law, Jace decides to banish himself from a busy life in LA to a small town in Texas for the
summer. He needs a fresh start to figure out where his life goes from here. The last thing he needs is a distraction from the beautiful girl next door. And then he meets her and
decides that maybe she’s exactly what he needs after all.
Seeran never lost control. Responsible for the security of his clan and warlord, he couldn't afford distraction or attachment. Then, on a Terran beach, he stumbled upon a male
assaulting a female. The ice that ran through his veins turned to fire. The frightened female is his mate. Whatever control he'd possessed snapped in a moment of recklessness,
and he hoped that was all he'd lost. Hazel shouldn't desire the terrifying alien. She'd just escaped a disastrous marriage with a violent man, so how could she fall for a growling
soldier who punched first and asked questions later? Why did his arms feel like the safest place in the universe? Her gut said to trust Seeran, but her intuition had failed her so
many times before. HEA, No Cheating and No Cliffhangers.
My name is Jaya, a dreamer, bola slinger, and one of ten guardians in my tribe. I was content to live out my days keeping watch on the village, hunting, and batting away insects
that flew too close to the prissy women chosen to birth the next generation.My life was nothing like theirs. I spent way too much time burying my secret in the dirt, over and over,
to make sure of it. Gods no. That wasn't my future...Until the sky lit up and an angry star sent all the Mist tribes into a desperate frenzy for the beasts of legend to bleed new life
into our people.It wasn't supposed to turn out this way.I didn't mean to touch him, but what's done is done. Do I have what it takes to seduce a dragon? Don't know, but hold my
bola-I'm about to find out.
He’s an abomination. The lone survivor of a horrific experiment, warrior Mylomon was left with unique and dangerous abilities. He takes care of the necessary dirty work for his
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clan but he’s yet to earn their trust. After all, how can you trust an assassin? Now that he’s found his fated mate, his miracle, she recoils at the sight of him. Daisy is every good
and sweet thing in the universe and he will not let her go. How can he convince her that he’s not the monster he appears to be? Happily Ever After. No Cheating. No
Cliffhangers. This book is the followup to Kalen and should be read in order for maximum enjoyment. Don't be naughty now.
Jolie Louis is a smart girl. She knows that her best friend, Sage Poirier, is a bad idea. He's a walking, talking cliché. The Adonis quarterback with the bulging biceps and harem of
fangirls trailing behind him on campus like a stench you can't get rid of. Sadly, that's also the reason she can't stay away from him. Well, that and the fact that they're roommates.
Jolie is already straddling the line between friendship and more when Sage comes to her with an offer she cannot refuse: Be his fake girlfriend and live for free for the rest of the
semester. She tells herself that she can handle it. He's just the boy she saved 10 years ago, right? Wrong. So very wrong. He is a man now, and she is his captive, heart, body,
and soul....
Betrayed and sold at auction, Thalia is a long way from home. When she's given the opportunity to bring those who abducted her to justice, she's all in. One problem. Her alien
partner hates humans, and he really hates her.Too bad for him that she loves to tease the monstrous cross between a devil and an orc. He's big, dangerous, and hits all her
buttons.No problem. She can keep it professional. Right?A disgraced warrior.Havik's arrogance lost him a mate. Determined to regain his honor and complete this mission, he
will not allow the human female to distract him.He can't trust a liar and a thief.And he definitely shouldn't be kissing one.This books contains one grumpy alien, a woman who
won't give up hope, villains getting their just desserts, an HEA, no cheating, and no cliffhangers. While Havik can be read on it's own, the book is best enjoyed after Jaxar.
orn and raised on a slaver's ship, Amalia is a survivor of a race believed to have been extinguished in a planetary disaster. For three generations, her family has been the prized property of
Gruuk. In the next few days, she will be forced to participate in her master's psi talent breeding program. Escaping and attending the Fastening ceremony on Xelix Prime to find a mate and
protector is her only hope.Like most Xelixian males, cousins Khel and Lhor are Tainted. They are shunned by their own people because of the disease that mars their bodies and ensures a
painful early death. It can only be reversed by mating. Xelixian females are rare. Pearls, the females that produce the curative chemical, are even more so. The chances of finding two Pearls,
of any species, willing to accept heavily Tainted males, are virtually non-existent. Despite their status and wealth, the cousins are running out of time. Between Gruuk's dogged pursuit, deadly
rivalries, assassins and corrupted nobles, can they keep Amalia safe or will their respective feelings for her tear them apart? This MFM novel is a constant toe-curling, action-packed thriller,
and the first book in the Veredian Chronicles series. It is a standalone with no cliffhanger.
You can’t trust an alien. Penny is having the worst year. First the pretty lizard aliens show up and start murdering people. Then the “good aliens” arrive and claim they’ll defend Earth and
save humanity… for a price. She knows a protection racket when she sees one. And the price? Married to an alien? No thank you. Kol has one mission: destroy the Suhlik. He’s not interested
in this new planet, Earth, or the strange soft-skinned inhabitants. On a scouting mission, he catches the luscious scent of his mate and must find her in the rubble of a ruined city and bring her
to the safe zone. When Kol is wounded protecting Penny, she just can’t leave him to freeze to death in a blizzard. Besides, no one is asking her to marry him, just keep him from becoming a
popsicle. She doesn’t trust him and all this nonsense about being his mate could be hypothermia talking. The more time she spends with the brawny alien warrior, the more she can’t deny
the heat between them. Once she is safe in his powerful embrace, being married to an alien is looking better by the minute. The Warlord Bride Index is a series of standalone stories set in the
Warlord Brides universe. Stand Alone, HEA, No Cheating and No Cliffhangers.
Wife Wanted: Single Alien Dad Needs a Mate Tragedy left Merit as the guardian to two young kits and he’s in over his head. He needs help. He has no time for romance and doesn’t think he
needs it. He applies to Celestial Mates, willing to take the first available female, even a flat-faced, ugly human. What he gets is a woman whose mind challenges him and patience humbles
him. He brought her to his planet under false pretenses. Now he hopes he can make it right before she leaves for good. This is a stand-alone story with a growly, sweet alpha, one stubborn
human woman, a HEA, no cheating and no cliffhangers.
They say crime doesn’t pay . . . but what if it’s done in the name of love? Being left behind by my boyfriend and getting arrested wasn’t part of the plan. Neither was becoming a test subject
for a mad scientist, a crash landing in the prison spaceship, and then struggling to survive in a deadly alien jungle. I could have paid with my life, instead, I was given two incredible reasons to
love again, and this time the thing I need to do is to hold on to them. Love condemned me, now it’s the only thing left that can save everything I hold dear. Simply enduring is no longer
enough. I want to truly live. The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and
can be read in any order. ____________________________________ Warning: Enduring is a FMM sci-fi romance that contains graphic descriptions of intimacy. Intended for mature readers.
Sierra Sellers has never had a problem finding a date, but when her mother’s meddling ways result in her being set up with the intensely sexy Luke McCoy, owner of Club Destiny, Sierra
learns she can’t fight temptation. When he unleashes her deepest, darkest fantasies, she finds herself in a position she doesn't want to get out of. Luke McCoy has run fast and hard from the
demons that chase him. The hot, fierce need that pushed him beyond the boundaries he hadn't realized he’d erected resulted in a two month hiatus from the world he’d built for himself. A
world concreted in lust and forbidden fantasies. So when his twin brother Logan introduces him to Sierra, Luke finds himself up against another temptation that he can’t resist. Cole Ackerley
never backs down from a challenge, but that was before he’d been intimately introduced to Luke McCoy. Throw in the black haired vixen with the glowing blue eyes, and Cole finds himself
engulfed in a menage hot enough to rival the sun. When his feelings for both of them ignite, Cole learns the true meaning of self-restraint. The deep, soul scorching hunger that ignites
between the three of them turns into a firestorm of sensuality and lust that only burns brighter and hotter with every encounter. But when Luke continues to push them away, can Cole and
Sierra find a way to show him there are no boundaries when it comes to love?
They can't break me.I wasn't prepared for what came after I got arrested and sent to prison. Finding my sister in that hellhole should've been easy.I wasn't prepared to survive an alien planet
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straight out of a prehistoric nightmare. Facing my fears to withstand the creatures that wanted to eat me, and the four alien men that watched me like a morsel they wanted to sink their teeth
into...I wasn't prepared for any of it.But I sure as hell wouldn't let it break me.---This story contains a reverse harem (m/m/f/m/m) of fish-man, element wielding, alien heroes, mature content,
violence, and probably too much language! Tempest is best enjoyed after reading Alluvial (Valos of Sonhadra #1)The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy
romance authors. Each book is a standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in any order. For more books in the Valos of Sonhadra Series, check out:Amanda Milo Alluvial (Valos of Sonhadra #1)Poppy Rhys - Tempest (Valos of Sonhadra #2)Nancey Cummings - Blazing (Valos of Sonhadra #3)Ripley Proserpina - Whirlwind (Valos of Sonhadra #4)Naomi
Lucas - Radiant (Valos of Sonhadra #5)Isabel Wroth - Shadowed (Valos of Sonhadra #6)Tiffany Roberts - Undying (Valos of Sonhadra #7)Marina Simcoe - Enduring (Valos of Sonhadra
#8)Regine Abel - Unfrozen (Valos of Sonhadra #9)
Dive into this best-selling teen romance today. Over 150,000 copies sold! If you love small town romance, summer love, and happy endings, this series is for you. Bayleigh is addicted to her
cell phone and her mom has had enough. After catching her sending a less than lady-like photo to a boy who barely knows her, Bayleigh's mom sends her away to her grandparent's house for
the summer--sans cell phone, laptop and iPod. Bayleigh thinks the summer will be torture without social media...that is until she meets the boy next door. Note: This book may contain
language and suggestive situations that aren't suitable for younger readers. "Great story and wonderful characters." - Amazon Reviewer "This is one of those books that grabs your attention in
the first few words and sucks you in!!" -Amazon Reviewer "Jace's actions prove that he's a gentleman who will do anything for the girl he loves!" -Amazon Reviewer "This was a really good
book. It seems like this book understands what some teens are going through. This is a must read. You don't even have to be a teen to read it! 5 stars!!" - Amazon Reviewer "This book is so
good! It gave me the feels." - Amazon Reviewer "One of the best books I've read. Anyone who likes romance will fall in love with this book and the series in general." - Amazon Reviewer Also
available: Part 2 - Autumn Unlocked Part 3 - Winter Untold Part 4 - Spring Unleashed Part 5 - The Beginning of Forever - A full length novel Part 6 - Autumn Adventure Part 7 - Winter
Wonderful Part 8 - The Girl with my Heart (a novel from Jace's point of view) Part 9 - Autumn Awakening Part 10 - Winter Whirlwind Part 11- Unplugged Summer ~Also available in audio book,
narrated by Disney channel actress Cheryl Texiera!!~ Plus the spin-off series: The Summer Series Summer Alone Summer Together Summer Apart Summer Forever Jett’s Series Believe in
Me Believe in Us Believe in Forever Believe in Love Believe in Summer Believe in Fall Believe in Winter Believe in Spring Forever and a Day A Young Adult Romance Series Search
Keywords: Young adult romance, ya romance, complete series, teen romance, teen romance series, Amy Sparling books, Summer love, dirt bike books, motocross books, new adult romance,
teen fiction, ya fiction, free book, free ya books, free teen romance, bestselling romance
Mari has terrible taste in men. Her ex-fiancé? Left her at the altar and ran off with her money. And now she’s mixed up with the reclusive mega-rich, mega-hot alien, Winter Cayne. That
doesn’t sound so bad. Only rumor claims Winter murdered his first wife. Mari can’t reconcile the stories of a possessive, jealous man and the protective single dad that she met on a tropical
planet. He wants to bring her home and claim her as his mate. With the mystery surrounding the death of his first wife, can Mari risk being wife #2? Winter lives with shadows and secrets until
a human female who is relentless optimism and pure sunshine crashes into his life. His kit needs a mother and he needs a mate to rehabilitate his public image. She needs to pay off a
notorious money lender. One year and he’ll let her leave. He lied. Tail, Dark and Handsome is a standalone book, although some old friends pay a visit. It has a HEA, no cheating, danger, a
grumpy single dad with zero chill, a kit too smart for his own good, and a woman with a heart big enough to make them a family.
BRINGER OF DEATH... Orishok is the last of his kind - a valo shaped by the Creators to embody death. He's stood vigil over his people for centuries, watching them fade away, one by one succumbing to the
entropic energies they hold inside. With his slightest touch unwillingly bringing death to all living things, he has remained isolated in his people's city, his heart as empty as the buildings around him...until a
pale, slight female arrives and shakes the foundations of his world. GIVER OF LIFE... Quinn Dalton lost everything when she was convicted of murder - her sister, her niece, her budding career - but it isn't
until she's transferred to an interstellar penitentiary that she realizes her very life is no longer her own. Her existence aboard the Concord is a nightmare, broken only when the station is torn through a
wormhole and crash lands on an alien world. After waking up alone and bloodied, but somehow unharmed, she seeks shelter in an abandoned city - where she discovers an ancient, wondrous mystery. Can
she survive alongside a being whose touch means death? ------------------------------------------------- Warning: This book contains foul language, explicit sexual content, and violence and is intended for mature
readers only.
An invasion has Cassidy fighting for her soul, but it's her heart Clan Tranis is determined to claim. Cassidy Hamilton doesn't think life can get any worse after being sequestered in a convent on Europa. A
Kalquorian invasion quickly changes her mind, and she barely eludes her people's greatest enemy. Fear and desire become a heady mixture when her spying reveals the aliens' intentions for Europa's
nuns--bondage and seduction. But that's nothing compared with the plans Captain Tranis and his clanmates Lidon and Degorsk have for the young woman when they capture her.
BOOK ONE OF THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a man with a singular interest in revenge. Kidnapped as a young boy and sold into slavery by a power-hungry mobster, he has thought of nothing but vengeance.
For twelve years he has immersed himself in the world of pleasure slaves searching for the one man he holds ultimately responsible. Finally, the architect of his suffering has emerged with a new identity, but
not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close enough to strike, he must become the very thing he abhors and kidnap a beautiful girl to train her to be all that he once was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia Ruiz has just
woken up in a strange place. Blindfolded and bound, there is only a calm male voice to welcome her. His name is Caleb, though he demands to be called Master. Olivia is young, beautiful, naïve and willful to
a fault. She has a dark sensuality that cannot be hidden or denied, though she tries to accomplish both. Although she is frightened by the strong, sadistic, and arrogant man who holds her prisoner, what
keeps Olivia awake in the dark is her unwelcome attraction to him. WARNING: This book contains very disturbing situations, dubious consent, strong language, and graphic violence.
Someone's using me as leverage against my family. I was your average citizen, innocent of any crime worth going to prison for, and yet here I am.But this isn't a regular prison
ship.*Torture.*Experiments.They alter me. And when the ship crashes on an alien planet, some of my new abilities come in quite handy--it's the side effects that aren't entirely welcome.Not by me, anyway.
The tribe of aliens that have taken me captive?They don't seem to mind.~The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine scifi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a standalone with a
guaranteed Happy Ever After and can be read in any order.~**Note: Explicit content, sexual situations, and language warning. 44K word novel.
Vanessa knows what aliens want--babies-- and she’s not having it. She’ll change her name, changer her ID information, and hunker down on a miserable moon on the far side of the galaxy before she gets
matched to an alien brute. Again. Jaxar knows that Vanessa is the one for him but he needs time to convince her. With the clock ticking, he’ll do anything to claim her reluctant heart. Even steal her.
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I'm gonna break her. And she'll scream as I'm doing it.Anna is a slut. The redhead is a golddigger who got my brother to propose after one night.After twenty-four hours, my stupid little bro was head over
heels, worshipping at the curvy girl's altar.But I'm not gonna let her destroy us. I'm not gonna let her steal our family fortune.I'm not gonna let her walk away with everything.So I've kidnapped the redhead.
Yeah, I tied her up and threw her into the back of my trunk. And now she's locked up with no place to go.The redhead's in chains.Writhing and mewling.Crying out helplessly.Begging me.Because I know she
wants it.And do I give it to her?HELL YEAH.But who's the captive now?
Checklist for a top secret mission: Pack your favorite knife Befriend your fellow badass Ensure that you have plenty of explosives What’s this about a stowaway? Lorran has wanted nothing more than to find
his mate for years. Now fate unexpectedly delivers a luscious human female in the midst of a dangerous mission. His warlord says he lacks focus and discipline. He’s never been more focused in his life, but
it’s hard to stay on task answering a distress call when ships keep exploding. Even more troubling, his mate refuses to believe that he wants everything with her. He’ll win the female’s heart, save the day
and the whole damn galaxy. Wyn knows all about good-looking, charming guys. Lorran is no different. Well, other than being a massive purple alien. He promises forever but the last man who promised her
that got bored and left. She won’t risk it. The alien may possess her body, but he won’t claim her heart. Lorran is a stand-alone book with a guaranteed HEA and no cheating (gross).
On the shortest night of the year, fae come out to play, vampires don't have much time, and werewolves howl at a full moon. The summer solstice brings out witches, demons, vampires, shifters, and
supernatural creatures in a night of magic and mayhem. There are spells that can only be cast or curses can only be broken on this one, enchanted night. If you dare, follow the fae down a magical path but
beware! You may get forever lost. Beyond supernatural hijinx, there's seduction around every corner... Eleven brand new, paranormal romances from both established authors and exciting new talent in this
single volume. Feel the supernatural heat - read it today.

What to expect when you’re expecting an alien’s baby. Mercy has been pregnant for-freaking-ever. She’s tired and grumpy and ready to get this kid out of her. Of course, being
adored by her alien warlord husband is awesome but she hasn’t seen her feet in a month. And she can’t get over this sneaking suspicion that there’s something Paax isn’t
telling her... Just as Mercy needs Paax the most, tension within the clan pulls them apart. He’s nowhere to be found when she goes into labor.
A woman on fire. Lucie survived four hellish years in prison, being sucked through a wormhole and crashing onto an alien planet. All she wants is to go home. Passion and rage
burn in her. She wants her life back and nothing will stop her: not prison, not an alien planet and not three powerful aliens determined to claim her.They won't distract her with
their smoldering embrace or fiery kisses. Alien men forged from fire. Sarsen, Ertale and Asche spent the last thousand years waiting for release from their bonds. When the
intriguing female bursts into their lives, she frees them from their unending servitude and ignites the fire in their heartstones. Now she thinks she can just leave them behind? Not
acceptable. All three will do whatever it takes to make Lucie understand that her body and her heart belongs to them. The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine
sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in any order. Blazing is a Reverse Harem story with three
heroes and one lucky heroine, complete and no cliffhangers.
Despite the shelter her adoptive parents have provided her entire life, Nina's psychic abilities have always hung over her like a shadow. The very powers that should give her
strength have driven her to isolate herself. But lately, her craving for companionship -- a mate -- has become stronger than her fear. One foolish decision puts her life at great
risk. And also provides a wondrous discovery...Aduun, Vortok, and Balir have existed in a state of constant rage and ravenous hunger for centuries, locked away in the beastly
forms that were forced upon them. Their only thoughts were of revenge on their Creator -- until a mysterious female falls into their underground prison, restoring their heartstones
and their sanity. They know nothing about her, yet she may be their only chance at reclaiming their freedom. Unable to deny their intense attraction, they set out together to
escape their Creator's trap and rescue their lost people. Can they keep Nina safe and persevere in a world designed to destroy them?------- *The Valos of Sonhadra series is the
shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book contains their own Happy Ever Afters, and can be read in any order.
I met him when I was fourteen. Years have passed. My memories have faded, and Lero's image in my mind has become barely an apparition from the past-beautiful and
intriguing, but hardly real. Until I see him again. Only this time, I'm no longer a teenager. I'm a real estate agent hoping to sell an exquisite property-a private island in the
Bahamas-to one of my company's most important clients. I just never knew that the client would be Lero. Now, he is no longer just a memory. He is a man of flesh and blood. I
am a grown woman, too, and my reaction to him is so much more intense. When I finally find out what he is, secrets come crashing down, leading to astonishing and terrifying
discoveries. I learn he's been held captive and tortured by people he wouldn't talk to me about. He thinks he is protecting me and my peaceful life. What he doesn't realize is that
there is no life for me without him, anymore. The Moon may turn him into a monster and make him do terrible things, but I'm Stella, his morning star. I must find a way to lead him
back into the light. _____________________________________ Each book in the Madame Tan's Freakshow series is a complete love story of a separate couple.
They say crime doesn't pay . . . but what if it's done in the name of love? Being left behind by my boyfriend and getting arrested wasn't part of the plan. Neither was becoming a
test subject for a mad scientist, a crash landing in the prison spaceship and then struggling to survive in a deadly alien jungle. I could have paid with my life, instead, I was given
two incredible reasons to love again and this time the thing I need to do is to hold on to them.Love condemned me, now it's the only thing left that can save everything I hold
dear.Simply enduring is no longer enough. I want to truly live.The Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a
standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in any order.____________________________________Warning: Enduring is a FMM Sci-Fi romance that
contains sexual situations and graphic descriptions of intimacy. Intended for mature readers.____________________________________All books in the Valos of Sonhadra
Series:Amanda Milo - Alluvial Poppy Rhys - Tempest Nancey Cummings - BlazingRipley Proserpina - WhirlwindNaomi Lucas - RadiantIsabel Wroth - ShadowedTiffany Roberts UndyingMarina Simcoe - EnduringRegine Abel - Unfrozen
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Running for her life...Lucia hijacks a stolen cargo ship only to find she's not alone. A giant, beastly alien slave with no memory of his past is now her newest acquisition, and she
has no idea what to do with him.Stuck together for the foreseeable future on the journey back to her home planet, Lucia struggles with the decision to keep him close or risk
letting him fall back into enemy hands.Outrunning the pirates in pursuit, and her own desires, is shaping up to be an impossible task.WARNING: This story contains a non-human
alien hero, mature content, graphic language, and some violence against women.
Vira is a super weapon – the greatest the Coalition has. She’s been kept in secret for the last 20 years, trained and protected until the day they would need her. That day has
come. It’s time to let Vira out. But her secret identity must be shielded, and there’s only one man who can do that. Lieutenant Park. He’s meant to be adaptable – but he’ll have
to be more if he has any hope of controlling the socially awkward Vira. Worse, when he finds himself at the foot of a growing conspiracy that could swallow the Coalition whole,
he’ll find he’ll have to trust her. But will she ever trust him?
Trey McGowan is no stranger to the inside of a jail cell, but this time it really wasn’t his fault. Well… maybe a little. What’s worse is the gorgeous hottie he was defending didn’t
even notice. But make no mistake, the jerk she was with, really had it coming. Now, she has the nerve to show up here… in his office… looking for work! And not just for her! She
wants him to hire the a-hole who was pushing her around, too. Hell, let’s be clear, if you’d seen the legs on this one, you’d be tempted to consider it as well, just to keep her
around. Dylan has had a run of bad luck. After losing both parents to a tragic accident, she was left in the unfortunate care of older brother, Brent, who hasn’t exactly been a
model parent. Well, I guess he started off okay, but in the last few years it’s been more like, she’s the one babysitting him. Now, he’s drug her to Haven, Montana in a last-ditch
effort to find work. To make matters worse, he just punched Trey McGowan! One of the only men in town who could guarantee work for both of them. This may require a little
persuasion.
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